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“operational” settings = industrial, applied, both
commercial and non-commercial etc

evaluation of information systems in operational
settings is different

1. an information access service is usually not the
primary objective
2. the objective is to perform some task adequately,
not perfectly
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mediocre systems if aligned with their goals
I cost of introducing better systems may be
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I search is only one component in a system
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2. availability

many academic test sets are only available to
non-profit or research organisations!

practical challenges

1. systems may have many instances, sometimes
non-identical; usage may be distributed across
numerous nodes;
2. the data under consideration may vary;
3. operational data can be messy, incomplete, and
distributed over numerous systems
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... where academic test environments are clean,
simple, and ideal

3. reliability vs validity

many academic test frameworks are driven by
curiosity or opportunity
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1. “What published work might be relevant to
assessing the novelty of this potential patent
application?”
2. “Did our customers notice that we mis-labeled
the content of our product and corrected it and
if they do, do they care?”
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when the pattern is more interesting than the data
points
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clean canned data in a crisp task setting do not
begin to approximate what is going in such cases

use cases!

if there is no use case it may be implicit

4. information pipeline

1. traditional industrial practice does not
prioritise quality metrics
2. customers make purchase decisions by numerous
criteria: platform, scalability, reliability, fit
to other systems, maintenance; content quality is
taken to be constant
3. feedback from end users is handled by customer
service, not devops, thru workarounds or customer
training
4. continuous improvement in devops needs
information pipeline
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sites to interpret tests
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